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I N T R O D U C I N G

Step into the vibrant world of Art Hide,
an Australian brand that specializes in
luxurious, ethically-sourced hide rugs. 

Combining the skills of third generation
artisans with contemporary technology,
Art Hide infuses a unique Antipodean
twist into every aspect of color, pattern,
and design. 

Since 2010, Art Hide has captivated
audiences worldwide with fresh and
eclectic creations, breathing new life
into the traditional realm of cowhide
aesthetics. 

Art Hide has local operations both in the
United States and Australia, servicing
projects worldwide.

Driven by a passion for this beautiful
natural textile, Art Hide's heirloom
quality products effortlessly evoke a
one-of-a-kind allure and showstopping
glamor to all manner of residential or
commercial spaces.



DESIGN
A N D  T E C H N O L O G Y

Art Hide redefines the limits of cowhide leather with creative techniques
and cutting-edge technologies. Our expert artisan team in Lahore,

Pakistan, has mastered the seamless integration of these methods into
traditional leather-making, enabling unparalleled craftsmanship.



F U S I O N

Experience the innovative Fusion
technique developed by Art Hide
that revolutionizes pattern creation
without relying on traditional
stitching methods. 

Inspired by the renowned
stitchless FIFA soccer balls
pioneered in Pakistan, Fusion
embodies the perfect
amalgamation of cutting-edge
technology and masterful artistry.
Unleash infinite creativity, with
limitless possibilities in pattern and
scale, along with a flawlessly
seamless finish that exudes
sophistication and inspiration.

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY 



Art Hide's laser burning technique
engenders an exquisitely ingrained
textured pattern on the hides. This
adds mesmerizing and evolutionary
design elements that are only limited
by imagination, and include elegant
motifs, logos, and intricate geometric
patterns. 

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY

L A S E R



Art Hide takes color matching to
new heights. 

Our exceptional services
accurately match fabric tones or
Pantone shades in just one week.
Art Hide's collection contains 200
proprietary colors, setting us
apart on the global marketplace.

Metallics provide a sophisticated
and distinctive touch to the color
range.

C O L O R

DESIGN & TECHNOLOGY



Art Hide specializes in bespoke, made
to order products for residential and
commercial environments.

With just a six-week lead time, our
skilled team crafts every product to the
customer's specifications from concept
to delivery, with highly personalized
service. 

In-house design experts take care of all
renders, whether it is an initial concept
or a highly detailed, scaled render. 

With easy-to-order samples dispatched
the next day, and an extensive range of
colors and subtle tonalities, Art Hide
offers unlimited options for
customization. 

M A D E  T O  M E A S U R E



C O N S C I O U S  C R A F T I N G

At Art Hide, rug making is an artisanal craft that is steeped in sustainability. The
entire production process is carefully managed to minimize waste and promote

environmentally-friendly and socially responsible practices. 
 

Each rug is crafted to order, ensuring that there is far less wastage than in mass
production. The tannery processes, water management, and dyeing techniques

all reflect Art Hide's commitment to sustainability and ethical production. 



FORM & FUNCTION

Art Hide is specifiable as an architectural
finish that is luxurious, durable, and versatile. 

It works brilliantly as wall, floor, and furniture
coverings, adding a stunning and unique focal
point to commercial spaces like hotel lobbies
and bars. 

With its global portfolio of extraordinary
applications, Art Hide pushes the boundaries
of traditional uses for cowhide leather in
residential, hotel, and commercial settings.
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R E L E A S E S

Be mesmerized by the
stunning free-flowing designs,
featuring breathtaking fluid
shapes and shades that
redefine opulence and leave a
lasting impression. 

From bold and vibrant hues to
elegantly muted tones, each
rug in this collection is a
masterpiece of artistry and
craftsmanship. 

Introducing Art Hide's
captivating new collection.
Combining the innovative
Fusion technique with
masterful traditional
stitching, this extraordinary
range boasts a vast array of
brand new saturated
colors. 

NEW 





C O L L A B O R A T I O N S

Art Hide, in its first-ever collaboration
with an external designer, joins forces
with renowned New York interior
designer Sasha Bikoff. The partnership
was born out of a shared commitment to
crafting extraordinary and attention-
commanding pieces. 

Bikoff's distinctive style, characterized by
its daring use of bold hues and vibrant
patterns, takes center stage in a
mesmerizing and luxurious collection
that draws inspiration from the
psychedelic fashion and bohemian spirit
of the iconic Woodstock era.



S A S H A  B I K O F F

Pastiche

Mariposa Shibori | Round

Shibori | Blue



Dans Le Bois

Fragments | Silver Fragments | Blue

Funghi

S A S H A  B I K O F F



C O N N E C T

WWW.ARTHIDE.CO

 
Art Hide has warehouses in 

Los Angeles
& Perth

 
www.arthide.co

hello@arthide.co
 

Instagram  @arthide
 

Find us on

Discover Art Hide Trade Zone
 
 
 


